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Binghamton University Libraries
and Rosetta
Where it
started

2011: Installed Rosetta - first
university in US to do so
2011-2015: Creating
workflows and scripts,
manually ingesting
2015: Staffing changes,
current staff less familiar
with Rosetta technology
2016;: Servers getting old,
concerns about space
2017: Migrated to Virtual
machines hosted by IT

What we
currently do

-Ingest via manual and
NFS (deposits of ~ 50 200 items)
-Migrating to Alma:
attempting to manage
metadata management
efficiently
-Exploring large scale
ingests (for us)

What we plan
to do

-Scale up production
-Continue working on
integrations

Digitized Special Collections
Content in Rosetta

Born Digital University Content in
Rosetta

Rosetta content is harvested by
Primo

Challenges
• Expertise:
– Understanding Rosetta
– understanding digital preservation
• Resources:
– Not one person “devoted” to Rosetta
– Competing priorities/projects
• Time:
– projects often move slower than anticipated
• We are “getting stuff” into Rosetta but we know
there are better ways/more “right” ways

On a positive note….
• We are regularly ingesting content into Rosetta
which means we are engaging in digital
preservation
• We are constantly seeking new ways to make
Rosetta more scalable and
efficient for our institution
– Alma - Rosetta Migration
– Kitodo
– Web-based ingests
– Ingest of large loads
(university photographs)

Alma-Rosetta Integration
•
•

•

Along with 64 other SUNY institutions - moving to Alma/Primo June
2019
Our initial understanding of Alma-Rosetta Integration:
– Continue to deposit into Rosetta
– Content harvested into Alma via OAI
– In Alma, update digital representation bib records & manage
metadata
– Updated metadata harvested by Rosetta
Expectations:
– Easier/more efficient to edit metadata
– Synchronized metadata between Rosetta and Alma
– For digitized print collections (catalogued in MARC), Alma would
support basic crosswalking during both publishing and importing,
allowing Rosetta to store a basic Dublin Core version of a MARC
record.

Reality of Alma-Rosetta Integration
•
•
•

Found out recently that “As you don't have Alma-D we're going to
configure and load Rosetta as an external data source”
This first point wasn’t clear from the documentation or from ExL
Next steps
– Focus until mid-2019 is implementation of Alma and Primo VE
– As long as Alma harvests Rosetta (similar to how our current
Primo-Rosetta integration works) we will be satisfied
– Still interested in integration - need to determine if we really
need Alma-D

Kitodo - What is it
•
•
•

An open source software product for cultural institutions, libraries, museums,
etc. designed to help control and monitor all stages of a digitisation project.
We are interested in Kitodo.Production
Features of Kitodo
– Workflow management
– Manage access rights and roles for scan operators, librarians, controllers,
etc.
– Digitisation projects are governed by a set of rules determining the
appropriate structural and metadata sets
– Individual process steps are precisely defined: including metadata
import from the catalogue system, scanning the object by means of
defined scan parameters (e.g. OCR)
– Metadata files (METS/MODS) generated
by the system are subsequently
transferred to the presentation system
(in our case Rosetta) or a search engine.

Kitodo - Our Vision
•

Our vision for Kitodo
– Physical storage, digitization, metadata creation exist in
different areas of the Libraries we are interested in a tool that
facilitates the transfer of files and metadata between
departments
– Ability to export from Kitodo via API to Rosetta
– Take advantage of digitization templates for books,
manuscripts, etc

Kitodo - Challenges
•

Challenges
– Not widely (not at all) installed in the United States
– Documentation is in German
– Open source but requires time/customization for implementation
– We would need support for integration and training
– Little documentation on how others have integrated with Rosetta
– Can’t tell where Kitodo stopped and the other
services provided by Zeutschel exist
– Kitodo is in flux from a stable, used v2
platform, to v3 that is currently in beta
– Cost for training and setup?

Kitodo - Current Status
•

In early 2017 worked with ITS to install on server
– Issues with file structure
– Small successes
• Integrated Alma BIBS API for search and retrieval
– doesn’t retrieve Network Zone records
– needs more investigation

Still interested but at what expense?

Web based Rosetta ingest
The challenge
•

DI Librarian not comfortable using back-end command line process to ingest
content into Rosetta, a process which can be more efficient for uploading
large batches of files and metadata

The solution
•

Systems specialist created a web interface that allows upload of CSV template
and file content to be ingested in to Rosetta

•

This tool creates the necessary directory structure needed to upload CSV
template and ingest files (via sFTP), and sets all necessary permissions

The process
•
•
•
•

DI Librarian creates CSV and stages files for ingest
Logs on to web interface to upload CSV file
Upload ingest content
Log in to Rosetta to complete ingestion

How It Works

University Photographs
•

Many years ago, the Libraries' agreed to add all of the university
photographer's photographs to Rosetta

•

Only a few hundred photographs
were added before the project
stalled because of staffing changes also realized workflow was not
scalable for the volume of
photographs

Photographs - Challenges
•
•
•

•

20000 + TIFF files stored on hard drives
Collection not curated
Collection will be discoverable - should each photograph be a
single IE (could saturate search results) or group photographs into
topics e.g. “Convocation 2018” but then lose unique metadata
If we don’t do something to preserve photographs, no one will

Photographs - Status
●

●

Exploring photography batch ingesting
○ Reads the metadata out of the EXIF using ExifTool
○ Creates the CSV with metadata
○ Verify the subject headings
○ Use the Rosetta ingest web interface
How to create single IE for
multiple images - since the
photos are done by activity

Moving Forward
Enhance the existing
CSV NFS ingest to allow
for automatic CSV
creation of campus
photography using EXIF
data

Testing the concept...

Proof of concept
●
●

Can automate ingest CSV creation, partially from static
information, partially from extracted EXIF data
Next step: Decide how to handle photo metadata,
properly format an ingest CSV with it
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